The difference between resigning yourself to your fate and stoically accepting the
consequences of your actions is a fine line that becomes immense once you start to Love.
You are not an individual wave … You are a part of the Ocean.
Anything that binds, binds Love with it.
Mockery and criticism work hand in hand with evil. They are the vapor-thin voices
urging us to be who we are not.
The thaw can only fully come after we choose to appreciate the frost.
See the implied conditions that others attach to their gifts – and then accept only the
gifts.
See more than you are “seen” -- Hear more than you are “heard.”
Religion is for those afraid of hell. The Spiritual Life is for those who have been there.
Hell is God taking your gently into Heaven and showing you all the good you could have
done had you but exercised the courage to believe in your Divine Self.
Hate is not the enemy of Love; indifference is.
The Noble Man's conscience transcends the feeble limits of the law.
Respect your immense power by choosing to be gentle with everything around you.
Others can only grow in your presence when you step back and allow them to do so.
To manifest powerfully – first you must gratefully accept whatever is already being
offered.
Wisdom is the realization of how little we know, coupled with the releasing of all beliefs
we think we’ve learned.
When you say something, be sure you Say something.
Attempts at kindness that compromise your heart cause only sadness.
Actions speak … Words mumble.
What you have to say is not as important as what another is ready to hear.
Love is allWays a work in progress.
True communication uses no words -- and true healing, no medicine.

Your purpose here is not to learn; it is to re-member.
You go in search of dear Friends, and inevitably rediscover them within your own Soul.
We are all master artisans of good and evil -- and choice is our medium.
If you can think of any reasons not to love someone, then you have discovered the
sources of all your delusion and the causes of all your dis-ease.
The wound creates the healing, and becomes the healer. The storm creates the rainbow,
and becomes the subsequent calm. The everyday creates all wonderment, and becomes pure
consciousness.
Tears of sadness blind, while tears of joy clarify ... Only Love can part both these waters.
To See, you must look. To look, you must open your eyes. And to open your eyes, you
must choose to remove the coins that your culture has placed upon them.
Death is not a state beyond loving or being loved ... To die is to become Love itself.
Let your life be a sermon, and your congregation will come to you.
The infant cries out for comfort. The adolescent yearns for power. The adult fears the
pain of death ... and the Child within simply sits in wonderment and laughs.
Breathe in deeply the essence of the Divine -- allowing your version of God to return to
you as a Son prodigal; embracing Him like a dear friend returning from a long journey.
As Love is re-Born, humanity becomes a friend. As Love becomes clear, friends become
lovers. As Love returns to the Soul, lovers become partners on life’s journey. And as Love fills
our life, those partners walk with us hand-in-hand back to the Divine – those partners become
ourSelves.
Compromise is another name for failure.
To return to Source, the ego often travels in the opposite direction – and yet arrives on
time nonetheless.
The personal and the infinite are both ONE in your Heart.
To round out your life's imbalances, choose to give that what you are most lacking.
Live vicariously through yourSelf.
Fear is the true name for all that ails us.
Ask for nothing more than to be given the chance to serve the Highest Good with the rest
of your life.
All moments of Peace-full Purpose come when you pause long enough to consciously reintend a selfless caring for another’s well-being over your own.

When Love is purely given, it allWays arrives safely at its intended destination (namely,
the Soul of the Beloved).
Choose to forgive your ego its yearnings and fears. Delve deep into the center of your
emotional discomforts in order to find untainted Love waiting patiently for you there.
The Way of Peace: beginning and ending in this moment -- beginning with Gratitude and
ending with Love.
Set aside your mere onlooking of life and become an active participant.
In our darkest moments of hopelessness rests the essence of our Life's Work ... When
deepest in shadow, the Light of our epiphany shines most brilliant.
Frustration does not stem from what is being done to you, but rather from you are doing
to what is being done for you.
Things cannot ever be what they might one day become. Indeed, they allWays remain as
they allReady are.
The Universe always answers our prayers clearly. The trick is being able to see Its
responses by asking It good questions.
The sage most powerfully celebrates the ineffable wonders of the life by not speaking of
them at all.
Our innate excellence means nothing until we choose to see the same perfection in others;
especially those others causing us the most dis-ease or pain.
A person is good when he takes Joy in what brings Peace; evil when he takes pleasure in
what brings pain. She is virtuous when she finds happiness in selflessness; sinful when she takes
please in self-centeredness. Indeed, the things we choose to adore tell us clearly which of these
we are choosing to Be.
External influences have absolutely no affect whatsoever on our innate and perfect
freedom.
The ego cannot be conquered; only harnessed.
Every beloved remains perfectly beautiful when purely Loved. Any flaw we happen to
see in another is actually merely a reflection of our own flawed affections.
There are an infinite number of paths before you, and all are joyous and powerful -- as
long as you walk with Love as your guide.
So Peace-full it is, the Love that is completely detached from others' opinions or actions.
Cease pining for what you allReady possess.
If you're not striving to get anywhere, you can't ever feel lost.

We can only seek that which we have already found ... We can only ask questions to
which we already possess the answers.
All analysis is either self-reflective or incorrect.
We are not meant to reconcile the raw selfishness of the ego with the pure gentleness of
the Soul. Rather we are to choose a Kindness that melds the two into One.
We cannot know success until we surpass our failures, and we cannot know bliss until we
transcend our dis-ease. Thus, every selfless “Leap of Faith” is as important as its results are
irrelevant.
Being “in love” is desire-based, and as such is closer to hatred than actual Love. Love is
therefore actually an opposite of “in love”; like fluid worship is an opposite of static dogma; like
faith is an opposite of trust; like wealth is an opposite of accumulation; like living is an opposite
of mere survival.
Peace is always present when Love is the basis for one's being, and yet Joy only arrives
when that Love is actualized in intimacy.
The moment-to-moment journey of life truly is its own destination, and this instant truly
is all that I have. All that is not perceived in my immediate surroundings or already known in my
Heart is dead to my life.
Any true path requires us to blend with another's way in order to lessen their burdens and
enhance their Joys.
The Highest Good flows the smoothest route, not necessarily the easiest one.
Love never wishes the beloved was nearby – only desiring that they choose to know the
Peace of selfless Love wherever they happen to be.
Once selfless Love has entered your life, there is nothing else worth seeking.
Once you gently dismiss your desires, all challenges become easy paths to gratitude.
If the end desired in any relationship is harmony, then Love must be the means to that
end.
Love cannot be given by means that are desirous, hopeful, persuasive, obligated or
critical.
Words are especially worthwhile when they inspire contemplative silence.
We cannot Love anyone in order to enable their potential blossoming. Rather, Love must
care for another’s Soul as it already exists, often by letting them go in order to bloom further on
their own.
Love nourishes the infinite, because the infinite is Love ... The way to your Self, to God
and the infinite, then, is to Love.

Deep peace and bliss-full joy do not come from what is done, but rather from why what is
done is done.
Maximum peace comes from doing what is least desired, for those least liked, when least
sure of success.
Everything in life is ultimately illusory. So why not choose to see the Wonder-full view?
Every true Leap of Faith is always into the present moment – always towards what
already is; never towards what could be or should be or can be.
Make your Leaps of Faith joy-fully or don't make them at all.
Our task is not to “take care of” others, but rather to simply care for them.
Walk quickly if you wish, and remember to pause to watch the sun set ... Live frugally if
you wish, and remember to allow the Universe to provide for you ... Avoid “unpleasant people” if
you wish, and remember to re-cognize the perfect Soul in everyone you encounter.
Receiving is always at least partially dependent upon external circumstances ... Only
giving is 100% the choice of the Giver.
Remember that the more “correct” your analyses, the more likely they are to actually
encourage whatever they criticize.
Where there are angels, demons tend to gather -- and where there is darkness, Light
always comes to brighten the Way.
It is not enough to merely love being loved, and it is not enough to inch closer and closer
to loving another. You either leap into Loving another completely, or you walk through life
searching in vain for the same.
Absence does not make the heart grow fonder, as Love does not recognize absence at all.
Being “ready” or “willing” to Love another is never enough to know Love ... You can
only receive another's Love to the degree you are already giving them the same.
Love loves anyway; understanding that it is the opportunity to powerfully care for
another that is priceless – not “love” itself.
No self-centered gamble ever pays off.
Enlightenment is based in Oneness. As such, looking for enlightenment for one's self
assures that it will not be found ... Peace is grounded in selflessness. As such, looking for Peace
for one's self assures that it will not be experienced ... Love is forged in giving. As such, looking
for Love for one's self assures that it will never be received.
In the present moment, we all have hearts of lions. It is only in the future that we become
cowards.

We will never receive exactly what we desire, and we will allWays manifest exactly what
we are already choosing to be.
When in doubt, don't!
Our only responsibility (actually, our privilege) in every moment of every relationship is
to be courageously kind.
Love is the courage to set aside all personal desires in order to simply relax into each
moment's opportunity to care for another – regardless of how that other might act.
“Enlightenment is actually nothing more than one's moment-to-moment choice to enliven
the deepest Love available.
We can only notice in others what we ourselves already are and what we are also already
able to transcend.
Loyalty to the few precludes the Loving of the many.
The only truly Respect-full distance to keep from another is a warm embrace.
Compassionate detachment is not understanding what needs to be released, but rather
comprehending what is already gone ... It is not letting go of what could be, but rather choosing to
cherish what already is.
Bravery is the self-centered crushing of fear with bravado, while Courage is remaining
deathly afraid and yet choosing to Love anyway.
Salvation is attained at the precise moment when one's Faith-full actions enliven the
willingness to self-sacrifice for others.
As long as I choose to Love purely, there can be no compromise of my Purpose.
Gratitude never “copes”, just as Love cannot ever merely “tolerate.”
Happiness comes from consciously choosing a shift of mindset from conditional hope to
open-ended gratitude.
Serve without hope or expectation ... Those who have chosen to drown are unlikely to
reach for any lifeline.
If we are selfishly happy to have “made it”, then we will soon be required to repeat our
journey.
If we are selfishly happy to “be rich”, then we will soon be required to endure more
poverty.
If we are selfishly happy to experience pleasure, then we will soon be required to reexperience suffering.
If we are selfishly happy to have “found love”, then we will soon be required to relive

loneliness.
Our silence is no achievement unless we can be still while sitting next to another.
Our calm means little unless we can be at peace in times of dis-ease.
Our Love is not pure unless we can befriend our enemies.
Everyone you “know” is your Soulmate, and everyone you don't is a guide ....
See the Center of the Universe wherever you are ...
Give that which enhances Goodness.
Peace is always an option ... Choose Peace!
Truth is reborn in every utterance.
Your perfect Path is always directly underneath your feet.
Loving life is the first step on the way to living Love.
There are no normal moments.
Kindness is genius.
You are always in the presence of the Divine ... Remember to bow -- and then remember
to dance!
Let your best Self shine forth in every deed.
Effort is of the body – Flow is of the Soul.
Without laughter, nothing is complete.
The Way is neither the trail head nor the destination – The Way rests completely within
each step.
Actions speak where words mumble.
Let your Love be powerfully given – warm and reckless!
Let go of all analysis and open your arms to Love.
Clarify your intentions with your actions.
Words cloud the path as much as your smile brightens it.
The Soul enlivens the body, while the body lends Purpose to the Soul.
All to which you show Compassion blooms into Being.

Love the most those you like the least.
Every chance meeting is a chance to confer with the Divine.
Kiss with the reverence and tenderness reserved for angels and newborns.
To live, be prepared to perish.
Let your actions be kinder than the law requires.
There is nothing “passive” about caring for an enemy.
To rekindle your Soul, re-member your smile.
To Know Oneness, See Oneness ... To See Oneness, act as ONE.
Peace is silent, respectful acceptance.
See your Self in everything around you.
Let every one of your steps gently wipe away one of Nature's tears.
True attention always inspires gratitude.
Be whole and know that all things are already yours.
See beyond behaviors and into others' hearts instead.
Integrity is the most potent currency.
Rejoice in others' victories.
Heaven is wherever you choose to look for it.
To accept without condition is to know without limitation.
To give another Love is to re-member your true nature.
Abundance is as fear isn't.
Every “coincidence” is a whisper from the Divine.
Journey boldly into the wilderness of choice.
Laughter is the most potent prayer.
There is no beginning too small.
Wisdom and Courage are One.

Man has two minds and yet only one Heart ... Let Love do your choosing.
Love frees the Light from your flesh.
Make every word a prayer, every act a gift and every journey a pilgrimage.
The truths we speak flow not from the words we utter. Your Truth is heard in your
footprints.
The only lasting legacy is Love.
Affirm the Truth in others – especially those with whom you disagree.
Awaken each day and simply do all the good you can – Do so until your destiny is
ultimately revealed to you. Indeed, small acts of selfless kindness are your destiny!
To manifest, allow!
In every hatred rests a loving Soul; and in every confusion lives clarity.
There is nothing stronger than gentleness.
Every day is your re-birthday ... Celebrate accordingly!
Awaken today to the music all around and within you.
Be thankful for the ever-present opportunity to be of service.
Treat every stranger as a cherished friend.
Be in relationships to Love, more than to be loved.
Find the beauties “hidden” in everything “normal.”
Choose to go where you already are.
Give others unlimited chances to re-member their innate perfection.
Relax – smile, and breathe ................
Let your acts of kindness be bold in their gentleness.
Do Good -- and let go of all results.
When tempted to take, Give!
Give thanks upon waking every morning; and give thanks upon going to bed each night.
When tired, rest ... When thirsty, drink … When angry, forgive.
Repeatedly remember the good things others have done for you.

Let your greetings be heartfelt.
When in doubt, remember that Kindness is allWays Right.
Attend completely to whatever you are doing.
Make your Dream the fulfillment of others' dreams.
Give others more than they expect in ways other than they desire.
Silence is most often the best answer.
Simply begin, and inspiration will find you.
The only Winner is the one unconcerned with “winning.”
Combat evil by courageously caring for all evil-doers.
Consciousness is a center of Divine Operation.
The best there is, is yours to share.
Today’s' doubts are tomorrow's Faith.
“Do Good unto others – period!” ~ The Diamond Rule
You are the Soul, as well as the medicine for what wounds the Soul.
Leadership is not a choice, but rather the reality of being human. Even now you are
being looked to for guidance ... Act accordingly!
Both kind words and good deeds have infinite power & eternal consequences.
Think quickly – while acting smoothly.
Avoid discussing the past ... Avoid speculating over the future.
Your character is your destiny ... and your Choice!
You make a difference just by being.
Being Kind is far more important than being right.
When you harbor gratitude, bitterness is forced to dock elsewhere.
If you're going to be a bear, be a grizzly.
What you choose to see is who you are choosing to be.
Summoned or not, the Divine is allWays present.

Every moment is pregnant with your destiny ... choose wisely to foster your gentle reBirth!
Believe in life before death.
The time is always right to become who you might have been.
Everything is possible to an open and willing heart.
Life is good when I am loved ... Life is perfect when I Love.
Whether we cling together in fear or share our ways in Love, we are all essentially
walking through life “alone with God”.
When your tempo is relaxed (i.e. Accepting of all that IS), every situation becomes
perfect and every place becomes sacred.
There is a time for friendly, “small” conversation – as a way to be intimately kind.
There is a time for “entertaining” others – to bring them ease in times of pain.
There is a time for pointing out the “amazing” -- when the other desires to See.
There is a time for sharing your wisdom – when asked by a seeker to do so.
There is a time for philosophical debate – when it enhances personal humility.
There is a time for rational analysis – when it inspires an acceptance of what IS.
And then there are times for silent reverence ...
And there is always a time for Kindness!
Accept your life's challenges and choose to See its blessings ... And remember that
purposeful gratitude for the former turns them into the latter!
Paradoxes do not illuminate “contradictions” in our surroundings, but rather expose our
own lack of understanding of the Truth that any set of opposites is comprised of two facets of one
Whole – our current challenge is our biggest blessing, compassionate detachment is true
companionship, the death of our identity is the rebirth of our Soul-Self.
True Joy comes not with less pain or more pleasure, but rather during the transcendence
of our discomforts via acts of radical Kindness.
Health is meaningless unless used to further another's sense of Health (i.e. either their
inner calm or their outer joy).
True Wealth comes from appreciating what we already have by either giving it joyfully to
or using it willingly for the betterment of others.
The Universe loves us so much, that every one of our self-centered desires is inevitably
taken from us – thereby freeing us to Love.
Life is perfect as IS – and if it isn't broken, don't fix it.
Every mystery is its own solution ... In order to remember, we must first choose to forget.

Life & Love know no destinations ... To arrive at them is simply to begin anew.
Emotional fatigue is nothing more than one's recuperation from the drains of recent acts
of self-centeredness.
Life is but the end of your Beginning.
For the human ego, the longest journey is from heart to head to hand ... For the Soul, the
same path is the shortest route.
Grace is the omnipresence of Divine Guidance, coupled with a complete lack of divine
intervention.
The Sage is never merely willing to do, because S/He is always already Doing.
Your Salvation depends upon accepting each moment's invitation to serve another.
Communication has no words – and Healing, no medicine ... There is no need to utter
what is already known – There is no need to heal what is already Whole.
Time is but the reminder that we are re-Born in every instant.
Wisdom finds Beauty in all things judged “ugly” and Power in all things known to be
“weak.”
Love is the soil of Salvation's blossom ... What is not so readily understood is that
ignorance, fear and aggression – when transcended – are that blossom's nourishment.
Mastery is re-Born only upon taking the first, bold step upon the path of unconditional
Love.
To truly See, you must not be fooled by “clarity.”
You can only change another into who they allReady Are.
When forgetful, it is best to re-member ... When stuck, it is best to Let Go!
Only the ignorant man “knows enough.”
All that is knocked upon is illusion ... The unseen is the foundation of the Real.
God is not found by seeking ... God IS the search!
You are only truly safe when loving recklessly.
Every being weaves its own life – with the unconscious constructing their own cages
while the conscious build their own portals.
For Peace to Be it must be believed, desired, and performed.
To know the current moment, lean into the next one.

When your shadows become your lanterns, there is only Happiness.
Even though Love is all-knowing, it cannot recognize need -- and remains completely
blind to fear.
Journey joyfully into the maw of your fear.
The second choice is to see the Wonder in everything that is ... The first choice is to
humbly open your eyes.
Once a question is bravely engaged, its answer becomes irrelevant.
The Power of Life rests in the Truth that death is always upon us.
Analysis is ignorant, while acceptance is the gateway to Wisdom.
Furthering life IS the Meaning of Life.
Faith is not certainty, but rather acting virtuously in those moments when uncertain.
The Sage hears the Truth by refusing to see any falsehood.
Hear what is meant, not what is said ... And to hear what is meant, choose to See what is
done.
To cherish your possessions, you must give them away ... To truly love what you have,
you must Love with what you have.
Love requires no “setting free”, as Love is the Freedom!
Goals and dreams can be truly realized only after they are completely released.
Vision has nothing to do with what lies before you, and everything to do with what rests
within you.
To truly understand a Truth, you must follow where it leads you.
It is most important to realize that everything is equally important.
Once you have the courage to open your empty palms in kindness, you comprehend that
they have always been full.
Your Calling is where your own deepest Happiness meets your environment's deepest
need.
The Universe yearns for a harmony that is only perfectly realized when two enemies love
as One.
Allow yourself to be guided by being completely willing to set forth.

As long as you are completely willing to depart, you need never leave.
To treat life like a game of conquest is to ensure your own defeat. To live life as a
servant is to become its greatest conqueror.
Wonder comes to those who look without needing to “see”.
When you gaze without desire, you find that which you previously sought.
If a relationship ends, it never really began.
The one who is not happy has martyred his/her life for a myth.
Compromise is nothing more than a mild form of callousness.
The Sage is patient, in that he never waits to Give.
One only knows Bliss while seeking Peace – And one only knows Peace when the
seeking ceases.
Faith with expectation is a fountain of sadness – And faith without hope is the birthplace
of bliss.
Your attitude & your intentions are the prime sculptors of your Reality.
A deep breath gets you ready ... A smile then becomes your first step.
Wealthy is the man with an empty wallet and a full heart.
Life is only full of suffering when it flees pain and seeks comfort.
Only the total acceptance of what already IS allows for the co-creation of what can Be.
The acceptance of the “unacceptable” is the foundation of Peace.
Whatever we are already doing is exactly what we are here to Do. To discard the
destination is to find The Way.
Re-painting your past remakes your present.
The human lifetime is the Soul's most scenic detour.
Know what is natural by gently discarding everything that is “normal.”
A saboteur lends advice, while a Master silently shows the Way.
Success is choosing to “fail”, that others might succeed.
Yearn not for the safe harbor in the storm. Indeed, the tempest IS your sanctuary!
To rest atop your summit, stop shaking your life's mountains.

Enjoy life's curves by leaning into them.
The Master knows that, within every choice, Love is the only real option.
Love rules over all rules.
Unsolicited assistance always leads astray.
Love always knows pain, and yet never suffers.
Labors of Love are never complete.
To live is to die to what was, by killing what could be.
The Self cannot be rediscovered, only re-created.
The easiest way to lose one's own way is to offer direction to another.
The way to be truly free from torment is to embrace its source ... Where fear is cherished,
Peace rules the moment.
The body is a mere means of transport, and the mind is merely its rudder. Only the Soul
is truly alive.
Speak as though you were doing the listening – and then listen to what you have to Say.
The man becomes a Master when he gazes into a mirror and sees both Creator and
Creation smiling back at him.
See the perfect Purpose in the core of every error.
Clinging to life is suicidal.
Ignorance is refusing to see another's Truth by focusing instead upon one's own.
Fleeing from your giving nature is the foundation of futility.
Speaking of the Way keeps you from walking It.
Every possession prized is one less coin in the coffer of Love.
The questions posed of Love are infinite – and yet their answer is always “YES!”
Success is Peace in times of fear and Joy in moments of anonymity.
Until you find your True Self, there is nothing else worth seeking.
The man who takes himself seriously is a prisoner to the whims of his life's spectators.
To complete your true Character, it must be revealed ... To reveal your true Character,

simply serve another in need.
Everything you are seeing is everything you are choosing to become.
When allowing your pain to rest quietly beside you, both fear and suffering have no place
to reside.
To allow others to grow into who they could become, choose to see them as already
complete.
Let the second word in an argument always be silent, and the last word always be a smile.
The only way to be assured of not falling is to purposefully dive in.
One cannot find unless one seeks ... One cannot seek unless one stops following.
You cannot learn of Truth ... You can only re-member it.
Friends treasure their differences ... Thus, for true Friends, there are no disagreements.
Destiny is harsh only when treated harshly.
The Sage never needs go to church, for he is allWays in attendance.
You are what you are currently Doing.
Want is the shortest route to poverty.
Let your words be soft in the face of cruelty, and a booming gale when championing
Love.
You are never closer to the Truth than when thoroughly confused.
Forgiveness is the only Justice worth fighting for.
First shoot your “arrow” -- then paint your target.
Expectation and hope are the seeds of all failure.
Everything possessed is already lost.
To fear pain is to beg for its return.
What you neglect to Do is more defining of your character than what is actually done.
The only deed truly performed is the one done attentively and with complete abandon.
Avoid mistaking an arduous task for a powerful journey.
The strongest of hands is ruled by the gentlest of hearts.

Attempting to find the shortest route inhibits the discovery of the necessary one.
To Love is to care for another the most during his/her most evil hour.
All anger is born of fear – and all sadness, of selfishness.
The way to Hell's portal is paved with gold and ease.
To face death with a smile is to re-enter the realm of the living.
To tend our own Soul's Garden, we must actively care for another's.
Wholeness requires the realization that one's environment has no other players.
The Truth of Love cannot be imprisoned by words.
The more you “know”, the less you flow.
You only possess what remains with you freely – and you can only receive what you
have already given to others.
When our dream of soaring is released, we can then see that we are already flying.
If you've seen one Soul, you've seen them all.
Let your Love lead you deep into where you already are.
To witness the Light of the Soul, you must enter the Darkness with a smile.
All places far from Here are wastelands, and all moments not Now but a dream.
Every life is a re-Birth, and every smile is the re-cognition thereof.
When climbing a mountain, it is best to make each step the summit.
Though each awakening uncovers new Wonders, what is unveiled is the same as it
always was.
Whether our hands are open in supplication or clenched shut in greed, the Soul just keeps
on giving.
Your knowledge is the source of your ignorance – and the knowledge of your ignorance
is the source of your Wisdom.
Love turns desire into devotion -- and the Beloved into one's Self.
All that is forced becomes broken.
To understand another is not a matter of analysis or opinion, but rather a looking inward
into the same Soul.

Love isn't the wound ... Love is the remedy. And yet Love doesn't heal -- as Love is the
healing.
Any lasting foundation must shift over time ... Only the flexible flow finds its way from
summit to the sea.
The only impossibility is that not yet attempted.
To find, seek ... To seek, discard all destinations.
The only way to learn to Love is to re-member that you've allWays known how.
There is no “better way” than the path currently tread.
Remove from the path only those thorns upon which others have already stepped.
This moment is not ruled by its past.
Running from a fear is what allows it to overtake you.
You are as you were, and will become as you choose to Be.
Waiting for a “better” that could be blinds you to the perfect that already IS.
Striving to enforce justice prevents its realization.
Love is a weave of grateful revelry and selfless service.
Pain is our opportunity to be happy anyway.
Love flows in from without only after it fills you up from within.
Water hollows a stone by simply flowing over it calmly and allowing the stone to back
away.
Open up to wonderment by choosing to Love all that you see.
Without an accompanying sense of ease, nothing is ever truly accomplished.
You are always encountering the best thing that ever happened to you.
Judging another condemns yourself.
To flow in harmony with your surroundings, simply realize that you are already dancing
with all that IS.
To See, look closely at what you've already found ... To Know, reexamine what is
already known ... To Comprehend, simply set your knowledge in selfless motion.
All “facts” are simply illusions dipped in arrogance.

In order to awaken you must first accept the fact that you are dreaming.
To be Care-full, you must avoid being careful.
All that heals is simply Love in another guise.
Solving problems requires first accepting that we ourselves have co-created them.
The true smile begins and ends within another's eyes.
Non-joyous efforts can engender only sadness.
True theology is the science of humility.
To own nothing is to possess the world.
To recognize Grace is to receive It.
Love becomes real when it is given ... Love becomes Power-full when given to those
“least-deserving” of it.
Certainty is the death of Truth.
We can only truly forgive our own transgressions.
To pass your days with Purpose, fill your moments with Love.
Selflessly caring for others is the difference between sadness and joy; the space between
confusion and contentment.
The Sage preaches Truth by listening to it being spoken to him.
Let your words reflect your actions and your actions, your perfection.
If you are drowning, pause and drink deeply.
When in doubt, choose the darkest path and don a thick blindfold – and then boldly set
forth.
To believe is to be; To Do is to Become.
The Noble Man fulfills his own desires last.
When we love what we Do and when what we do is Loving, we are always in Harmony
with the Universe.
Your enemies are your greatest blessings, as only they enable you to Love anyway.
Worshipping God for your own “salvation” is the ultimate blasphemy.
Friendship is Love because of differences, not in spite of them.

Everyone we meet we have summoned, and cradles our own Way in their hearts.
Pain is a tool of great power ... All suffering comes from neglecting to use it as such.
Harm is doing for another that which they can readily do for themselves.
Laughter is the smoothest route to remembering who you've always been.
Striving for self acceptance guarantees self condemnation.
To See the vastness of Eternity, attend to the moment's minutiae.
Others remind us that all our analysis is ultimately self-reflective.
Communicate your Love often – When necessary, use words.
The only way to “win” a fight is to refuse to engage it.
Our task is not to make our lives “better”, but rather to find creative ways to cherish the
life we already have.
“Criminals” are attracted to fear, not opportunity.
The things you are not ready to part with are the things keeping you from true Happiness.
Nothing you are freely giving can ever be taken from you.
As long as you are searching for a Soulmate, you cannot be a Soulmate – and can
therefore never attract One.
Every person you meet has done something amazingly kind in their lives ... Honor them
accordingly.
The Meaning-full moments of our lives occur not when we are standing comfortably, but
rather when we have fallen and are choosing to stand once again.
When speaking with honesty and kindness, there is no need to be cautious.
Forgiveness is the only punishment that “fits the crime.”
Others only truly hear what you do.
Let your tears be sincere, and short-lived.
Furthering Life is the Meaning of Life.
For the enlightened, there are no strangers; only long-lost Friends.
Hear what is meant; as opposed to what is merely said.

To learn your life's lessons, you must take them with you wherever you go.
It takes two to be “separated.”
Play all of life's games using only Love's rules.
In the present moment, there are no patterns and there are no processes.
If it isn't broke, avoid fixing it ... And remember that Life is never broken.
Less said is allWays more Done.
You don't have to be tall to see the moon.
Faith is to believe because you cannot see. The outcome of this faith is to See because
you believe.
Be never converted from the religion of the child.
All responsibilities are essentially non-binding ... To be truly given, Love must be
completely free.
Every action well-intended is an action well-Done.
Pain is our opportunity to be grateful anyway.
Danger is intention at self-centered velocity.
It is impossible to find what is not first freed from within.
The Cosmos in every blossom ... In every grain of sand a Friend.
“Never is a long, long time.” ~ L. F. Hilbers
With Love we stake our claim to the Truth by staking our lives to that claim.
Movement is an illusion. We are all merely repeatedly re-materializing; drawn
perpetually towards endless opportunities of gentle charity.
Every being you “know” is your Soulmate, and ever being you don’t is your Guide.
The only way to accurately quote the Truth is with a silent smile.
Time’s passing is but the re-minder that we are re-Born in every Moment.
The Soul never hungers – and true Love never thirsts.
Once you truly intend to communicate, Truth is re-Born in every utterance.
Vision is more symbol than reflection.

Know Light by seeing It within all darkness.
Only the truly humble can re-member that they too are facets of God.
The Noble Path melds what already Is with what should Be.
Purpose becomes your Salvation only on the wings of jubilant laughter.
The Earth’s turning grants the Sun its majesty.
The Master cannot distinguish between the giving of a gift and the gift that is given.
To Flow with what Is, choose to be still.
Vision has nothing to do with what lies before you, and everything to do with what rests
within You.
We cannot ever know another until we choose to See them as ourSelves.
Without kindness, no act is complete.
Let your gaze show others that you See as God Sees.
To believe, DO!
The Way is neither the trailhead nor your destination … Rather, the Way rests within
each step.
What you touch, you recognize – and what you re-cognize, you Become.
Everywhere you go, you will find your Love waiting patiently for you.
All that you show Compassion blooms into Being.
Eternity rests in every instant of metamorphosis … Every change is born of Love.
There is no window to the world … The world IS the window.
To truly live, one must let go of the desire to survive.
That which the ego calls “strength” is deadly.
Visualizing your Perfect Self allows you to gaze into the clearest mirror.
You cannot win without losing; nor know the bliss of Virtue without first tasting the
pain-full consequences of sin.
Love your self best by being Loving to others.
Make Peace by submitting to conflict.

It is not possible to simultaneously “know” something and be truly Aware of it.
Life means nothing if it remains un-Lived.
The only man who is Special is the man who knows he is not.
Lead wisely with your eyes closed and your arms open.
The only way to fly is to stand at your precipice and then take one bold step forward.
Let your Heart forget why it Loves.
When serving the sacred, remember that there are no exceptions.
My Way is where I look whenever I smile.
A gift is mere mist until given.
Without ridicule, who can be courageous? Without condemnation, who can be Divine?
The accumulation of wealth is the impoverishment of the Soul.
All the promises of the ego are made to be broken.
With Love, you do not merely walk in another’s shoes, you become their shoes.
Your only true Purpose is kindness unrestrained by prudence.
The Soul is truly invincible. Upon the invisible, none can level critique – and of the
empty, none may speak of lack.
Every initiation into The Mystery is a re-minder of things we have long since
comprehended.
Truth cannot be imprisoned by words.
Death is nothing more than a return to a state of Being beyond Loving or being Loved …
To die is simply to become Love itself.
Every utterance is an Oath.
Self-sacrifice is Self-service.
Intelligence knows only Harmony.
Your attitude molds your moment’s mirage.
To think with gentleness and to Be with ease is to embody Compassion.
Re-member that everyone is both Wise and Wonder-full.

You can only Do what you can do - and only you can do what you can Do.
True happiness rejoices most in the victories of others.
Abundance IS as fear isn’t .
Inspiration is not a knowing; Inspiration is an acting.
Time and Love have no birthplace … Time is the myth of birth, while Love is the oftforgotten womb.
True power comes from choosing whatever happens.
Though a “better way” may be waiting, your True Path allWays rests beneath your feet.
God is both the shimmering we call “consciousness” and the static we call “form.”
Evil is goodness’ moonlit shadow.
Every wave begins as a whisper.
You cannot truly Love that which you see as separate.
Your Sight extends far beyond your knowledge.
We can only search for that which we have allReady found.
In the inner stillness of solitude, one finally finds a World of Community.
Words are allWays extraneous … Your living is your truest testimony.
Every smile gently ripples upon God’s seas.
Joy is born when we choose to see the sparkle of specialness within the dullness of the
“regular.”
To re-move your life's mountains, simply choose to leave them where they are.
How can you offer to accompany, without first choosing to journey forth?
Laughter is the smoothest route to re-membering who you’ve allWays been.
Never is allWays too late.
Soulmates truly meet for the first time the moment they both long to Love.
To believe in another’s goodness requires that we never rely upon it.
Love is neither bound by Its means, nor constructed by Its ends.

We are worthy of Universal Grace only when unsure of that worthiness.

